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Conclusion
We have described a set of molecular distribution functions adequate for the formulation of the fundamental equations of a kinetic theory of liquids. From these equations we have shown th at Boltzmann's theory of gases and some of the results of statistical mechanics can be obtained as special cases. We have indicated how our equations can be solved and applied to the solution of both static and dynamic problems concerning liquids.
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finie' can be completely avoided. Another is th at the equations in even and odd dimensions, differing in some respects ('Huygens's principle'), can be treated analogously, while Hadamard reduces one type on the other by a special ' methode de descente'. Riesz gives the solution of the differential equation in the form of the analytical continuation of an expression which depends analytically on a parameter. Baker & Copson (1939) have applied Riesz's method to the cylindrical wave equation, and Copson (1943) has further published some applications of the method to other problems within mathematical physics. Recently, Gustafson (1945 Gustafson ( , 1946 has applied the method in quantum mechanics to the question of the divergencies in the theory of interaction of an electron with the electromagnetic field and of a nucleon with a meson field. I hope later to be able to return to a more extensive discussion of the method as applied to the general wave equation. In the present paper I only want to give some applications of it within the theory of the electromagnetic field and the meson field. § 2 gives a short survey of Riesz's method for the common wave equation and introduces the conception of Riesz potentials, § 3 describes its applica tion to Maxwell's equations and deduces the classical retarded potential, § 4 studies the Riesz potential and the Riesz field strength in the field created by a single elec tron, where the classical results of Lienard and Wiechert are found to be verified. In § 5 the Lorentz-Dirac equation for the electron is deduced; among other things it is evident th at a finite proper-energy and proper-momentum should be ascribed to the electron. The remaining sections, finally, treat the corresponding problems in Bhabha's (1939) theory of the neutral meson field. 2
. R i e s z 's m e t h o d f o r t h e w a v e e q u a t i o n . R ie s z p o t e n t ia l s
In the four-dimensional Lorentz space, where the velocity of light is = 1, V is a vector with the contravariant components > (ft = 0, 1, 2, 3) and length the square of which is measured by the Lorentz form where is the metrical fundamental tensor and the ordinary tensorial notation is used. The scalar product F^TL" of two arbitrary vectors V and W is in the following denoted by (V,W), and the vector product with the contravariant components V^WV -VVW^ by [V, W] . A point P is determined by the position vector x = ( -"). The vector r QP -x -z between two points z) and P(x) has the length tqp = (x z, x z) = g^-z v ) (xv-z v) .
If VqP -0 and P is fixed, Q lies on a cone, the so-called light cone, with its vertex in P. We are here only considering the retrograde cone, characterized by >0, and in the sequel denoted by Dp. We further assume that is a space-like surface, i.e. a manifold of three dimensions with each tangent plane space-like in the meaning of the theory of relativity, with the equation = 0, where S{x^) is assumed to be continuous together with its partial derivatives of sufficiently high order; to avoid non-essential complications they are not defined more closely. S borders together with Dp a domain, within which r2 QP ^ 0, and which we denote The part of S which is cut out by Dp is denoted by A function f(x^) may be defined in the whole Lorentz space. We have then to determine a function 0 , which will satisfy the wave equation
N. E. Fremberg and which will, together with some derivative, say with respect to xQ , assume the prescribed boundary values on the surface S. These values, as well as /, are to be sufficiently regular to enable us to perform the following operations. We introduce with Riesz the four-dimensional integral of the Riemann-Liouville type , r
where
If / is continuous the integral converges for 2 and is, by analytical continuation, defined for c l^ 2. In particular the fundamental formula
= f(P )
is valid when / and S and their first derivatives are continuous. Further □ 7 a + 2 = Ia is also valid.
We now introduce
where n denotes the normal of S, directed inwards , and dS the three-dimensional surface element of S, with all expressions determined and measured in the meaning of Lorentz. We then have = /* a and = f{P )
in the sense of analytical continuation, and get the desired solution of (1) expressed as 0 (P) = I*2 f ,^, 0 (P) w in the meaning of the analytical continuation of the corresponding expression (3) to cl = 2. According to (3) and (4) 0 is expressed by three integrals, analogous to the potentials of mass distribution in the space, simple and double layer in the ordinary potential theory. We call them in their general form (3) Riesz potentials, as well as the resulting expression /* "/, g, h.
The Riesz potential #«>(P) = /* "/, ^, on associated to the present problem, is thus for a = 2 the classical potential <P2} = The analytical continuation down to a == 0 has been performed earlier in an explicit way for the integral (2) (Fremberg 1945) . The remaining parts are principally to be treated analogously and will be published in a later paper*
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The problem is considerably simplified, and we approach the subsequent applica tions if the boundary surface S is the infinitely remote plane -00, i.e. if the integration domain is the whole space bounded by Dp , which we denote by Dp^. We presuppose th at / has such properties th at convergence difficulties do not arise by making the integration domain infinite.
We assume th a t/ = 4;rs, where s is an electric current density vector (4-vector), and obtain the Riesz vector-potential of the field We then carry out the analytical continuation of (5) 
T h e e l e c t r o m a g n e t ic e i e l d a r o u n d o n e s i n g l e e l e c t r o n
If the current generates from one single point-shaped particle, e.g. an electron with charge e,we obtain by transition to the limit or by direct attem pt (the cu is line-shaped, disappearing outside the (time-directed) world-line of the electron)
P(x) is a point outside the world-line, Q{z) a point on the world-line, and z = z(r) the equation of the world-line. The parameter r is the length of arc of the world-line (the proper-time of the electron), measured from some initial point and reckoned as positive in the direction of increasing z°. The upper limit of the integral corresponds to the point P0 where the retrograde cone with its vertex in P intersects the world line, the retarded point to P. Further u -dz/dr is the 4-velocity of the electron (u2 = 1). Under the natural assumption that the mechanical velocity (3-velocity) always is less than a constant less than the velocity of light, the integral converges for 2 < a < 3. We seek.its limit for a = 2 + 0. As
we get <J>(a)(P) = e(a -2) f»_u 2«-2{P(ia)}2Jo (r,uj ra~3dr, and, according to (6) for a -> 2 + 0,
where index 0 implies th at the value of the function should be taken in the point retarded to P. We find here the classical L In the sequel we assume th at the world-line has such regularity properties th a t it is possible to perform the following operations, viz. existence and continuity of a sufficient number of derivatives of z(r) and th at the world-line fulfils some natural conditions for t -> -oo. We assume for example th at the world-line for r-> -oo has a time-directed asymptote and that z(r) for t< -T can be written z (t) = U-ooT-l-SXfcT-* (u_oo -lim u).
To get the Riesz field strength we introduce the gradient operator V with the covariant components = d/dx^ and have
As the integrand in (7) is singular in r 0, the expression (7) for 0 (a) is unsuitable for direct derivation. We use the relation udr = and write which converges for 4 < a < 5. This is the, same result which is obtained if in the form (7) is differentiated formally under the sign of integration.
Taking the limit of (10) That this formal derivation under the sign of integration really yields a correct result is proved by partial integrations completely analogous to the computation of F a) given above.*
T h e i n f l u e n c e o f t h e e l e c t r o m a g n e t ic f i e l d o n t h e g e n e r a t in g ELECTRON ITSELF. THE PROPER LORENTZ FORCE OF THE ELECTRON. LORENTZ-D ir a c 's EQUATIONS OF MOTION
The applications of Riesz's method given above have only been very simplified deductions of classical results. It is, however, to be expected th at this method may, by allowing us to avoid divergence and singularity difficulties, prove valuable for
* Note added M ay 1946. The above analysis becomes clearer if the differentiations with respect to
x Pa re expressed by means of differentiations with respect to r or rather r~. This fact has kindly been pointed out to me by Professor Riesz, and I make extensive use of this device in my thesis which is to appear soon.
the solution of such problems where this kind of difficulties has as yet not been mastered, or a t least only by means of artifices. One of these problems concerns the question of the proper-energy and proper-momentum of the electron.
As the Riesz quantities satisfy Maxwell's equations we may form the corresponding stress tensor T<a) according to the usual scheme with the components where the integral is to be taken along th at part of the world-line which falls inside the domain in question. Consequently, the analytical continuation of the energymomentum flow is finite, too. (14) can now be interpreted in an interesting way. The current density vector s(a) vanishes uniformly in every closed region outside the world-line for a = 2. The integral of s(a) over a four-dimensional region has the analytical continuation /: eudr extended over the enclosed part of the world-line. The analytical continuation of the integral of s(a) over a three-dimensional domain, lying in the plane orthogonal to the world-line in a point Q and having Q as an inner point, equals eu, i.e. the con vective current generated by the particle, as is indeed very natural. Thus we are led to regard the integrand in (14) as the Lorentz force on the world-line, i.e. as the proper Lorentz force of the electron.
This interpretation is further corroborated by computing the analytical con tinuation of the field strength F a) in a point P on the world-line. We consider F(a) in the form (11). The integrand is divided into two parts, one corresponding to the interval -oo to r 0 -e, the other to r 0 -et o r 0, The first inte thus especially for a = 2, and on account of the F-factor its contribution disappears for a = 2. In the second integral the integrand develops in series. We denote for simplicity r 0 -0 and get r = -u 0T -u 0y -u 0~ + O(r4), ?-2 u = u0 + u0t + u0j + 0 (r3),
N. E. Fremberg
and the analytical continuation of F a) thus becomes
From this we obtain the Lorentz force of the electron and, finally, the equations of motion for the electron 2e2 mu = f or --(w^ + u2^).
O
These modified Lorentz equations* were deduced by Dirac (1938) by an intuitive method, based upon sound physical considerations. Previously Lorentz got them as approximative equations. We observe that the analytical continuation of the Riesz field strength outside the world-line gives the classical value but that it a,Iso gives a finite and very natural value on the world-line where the classical field strength has no meaning. The expression (15) is identical with the limit of |( F ret. -Fadv) in Dirac's work, if the point moves orthogonally to the world-line.
* The terms arising from the incident field do not cause any difficulties and are omitted in the developments above.
. T h e m e s o n f i e l d
We consider Yukawa's equation of the meson field ( n + x * ) u = f -
To the operator D + X 2 we form a function Wa(Q, P) which plays the sa as the function Va(Q, P) = -* r^p4 in relation to the operator □ . We £1 ( such that u(P) and du(P)/dx° vanish when x°^ -co. We consider with Bhabha (1939) the case where the field is created by one single neutron with the charge g, which describes its world-line with the velocity u. In the sequel the same assumptions about the regularity of the world-line as those made earlier regarding the electron are supposed to be satisfied.
The Riesz potential for this field is (r = rQI>)
vK4-aU pT0 &m(P) = ^T k )J _ )(yr) (17) which converges for 2 < a < 3. According to (8) 
To get the limit of this expression for a = 2 we apply to the first term a slight modification of (6), which is still true if f ( x )d epends on is continuous in x -fi = 0, and/(0) is replaced by gr(0,0). Apart from a fac first term of (18) we obtain by formal differentiation of (17) under the sign of integration (that this is permissible can be verified analogously to the corresponding calculation for the electromagnetic field of the electron)
which converges for 4 < a < 5. Now J_'j r >u ] .MdT = 1 J "~|( x r ) « "-*>j 1("_6)(yr)<ir
The first term of the last member disappears for 4 < a < 5, and we get
This integral is of the same type as (17). The analytical continuation to a = 2 becomes , ,
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or, after partial integration of the second term of the right-hand member and using the formulae 1 d lim -Jx(x) = \ and (arV n(a?)) = -x~nJn+x{x),
Here the first term is the retarded field strength to which the meson field degenerates when ^-*•().*
T h e r e a c t io n o f t h e m e s o n f i e l d o n t h e h e a v y p a r t ic l e i t s e l f . The MESON FIELD ENERGY AND MOMENTUM FOR A PARTICLE IN UNIFORM MOTION
The same reasoning as was applied to the electromagnetic field in § 5 can here be applied to the meson field. For the moment we confine ourselves to calculating the proper field strength of the neutron, i.e. the analytical continuation of (19) for a = 2 when the point P is in the world-line. After computations analogous to those performed above we obtain the proper field strength We calculate the analytical continuation of T^° over the total three-dimensional space a;0 = constant (i.e. the flow of energy and momentum through the plane xQ = const.) in case of a neutron in uniform motion. After some computations we get as value of the total energy and momentum anal.cont. T^^dV = -\g 2Xu1-(« = 2) J
Cr°=const.)
In the special case of a neutron at rest we have here the expression -\g2x f°r the meson field energy which Bhabha obtains after subtracting a singular term.
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